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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
~;.ystery, discord, and ambiguity surround the craft 
of acting. lt is possible to find. many theories of acting 
that are in direct conflict with each other. Ask an actor 
what he does to create a. role and one will get 8lmo&t as 
many different answers as there are d.itterent actors. The 
teacher ot acting is f aeed with a variety ot dicta suoh as: 
~rt is a truism that actors are born and not made; another 
truism that acting cannot be taught. nl 1reaehers do, how-
ever, oonduot classes in acting. The question is what are 
they teaching. Ia it possible tha.t they have mysticall7 
discovered what should be taught in an acti.ng class, or 
heve they Just determined their own methods trom all 
possible methods available to them? They either teach 
their own method or someone else's, but who is to say 
which is the right or the correct interpretation of the 
craft or acting? 
It is the purpose of this study to explore one area 
of the actor's craft to find out 1! this select area oan be 
measured• and it a principle, based on empirioal evidence, 
can be formulated. '!'here is a g1·ow1ng interest in theatre 
scholarship in the establishment of obJeetive measurement 
and anal7s1s or the craft ot acting.2 I! the craft is to 
be taught (and the number ot schools tet.~ching acting would 
indicate that this ia ao), then it is of great importance 
to research the craft and to arrive at some definite, 
empirical principles that can be used in teaching these 
classes. 
$tudies are being carried out in the area of act-
ing.' Soae ot them deal with the peraonalit:r o! actors, 
others with the changes ot pereonalit7 caused bJr being in 
a pl.,., and still othera with the judgment or an actor's 
perto:raa.nce. Tho field 111 new and relatively open tor 
research. The scope of this atud7 is limited to explora-
tion of onlJr a YGI:7 small portion of the cra.tt. 
A basic principle of acting accepted. by a great ·~ 
peo11le is that an actor must be aentall7 in character (the 
actor must think as his character would think) as well as 
being pb.7sicall,. in character (the actor must walk, talk, 
dreaa, and look as the character would). "The actor 
oreatea the whole length ot a human soul's lite on the 
stage eveq time he creates a part. Tb.is human soul must 
2George GUDltle and David Thtqer, "The Relevance of 
Meaaureaent Reaearoh to Theatre: A Progress Report,• a 
paper presented to the Children•• Theatre Con.t'erenoe and 
American Educational Theatre Association convention in New 
York (196?), P• l. 
3Gunkle and Tha,.er, P• 15. 
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be visible in all its aspects, ph;ysical, mental, and 
emotional."4 There is a concept implicit in this state-
ment that should be looked at more closely. The assertion 
th.at an audience must see the "mental" aspect or the 
character implies that the mental state o! the actor does 
indeed communicate itself to an audience. Ir that asser-
tion is true, can an actor function in the dual capacit;y 
suggested by John Dolman Jr.? The artist, he claims, "is 
two things at once: artist and instrument •••• As 
instrument, the actor is theoretically identified with the 
character he represents •••• As artist, on the other 
hand, we think or him as independent of the character--as 
an interpreter •••• 5 Thus, a dualism. in the art is 
implied: acting is emotion controlled by intellect; e.g., 
the actor uses, say, seventy-five per cent ot hie mind to 
pla;y his character and twenty-five per cent to control 
everything he does on stage. 
If the mental processes or the actor do communicate 
to the audience, it would seem that the actor would not be 
able, during performance at any rate. to fulfill this dual 
nature. It he is thinking about his function as an 
4Richard Boleslavslcy, Agjing: Tl).e First Si:x Le1eson1 
(New York, 1960), P• ?7. · 
.5John Dolman, Jr., ~ !£1 91. Aqting (New York, 1949), 
PP• 32-3:5. 
interpreter, surely that must be communicated to those 
people watching. 
The actor considering Boleslnvaky's and Dolman's 
theories must suddenly !ind. that he is faced with a dilemma: 
does be play his role with full involvement in the mental 
aspects of hie character, or does he reserve a part of his 
mind to act as an overseer of his emotions? 
Konstantin Stanislavski, the great Hussian director,. 
claimed that the actor must always play to his audience 
and be aware or how the audience is accepting what he is 
ottering. "The audience is an important oo-crentor ot the 
pertormance.•6 Ir this is true then the actor must devote 
another portion or his mind to a function unrelated to the 
full development ot his character's mental state. Now the 
actor must think on three levels. He must communicate the 
total mental aspect of his character while• at the same 
time, his mind ia engaged as an overseer of his emotions, 
and an observer of audience .reaction. Denis Diderot wrote 
that the paradox or acting is that the man who teela 
·nothing is the man who will make the best actor.7 It 
would seem that there are even more apparent contradictiona 
6Konatsntin s. Stanialavskii in !Ai. Str:ialavaJU, 
BzaS•I b7 Sonia Moore (New York, 965)• P• ' • 
?Denis Diderot, ~ Pa~~r at Aif~8· trans. walter Berries Pollock (New ?Ori, 1 1 PP• - • 
6 
in the actor's art. 
The problem is oompounded when one realizes that the 
aotor is already vecy busy mentally. He must, or course, 
remember his lines, his blocking, and the relationships 
that exist between his character and evecy other character 
on-stage. Certainly these aspects of role playing have 
become almost second nature to him through the process of 
rehearsal; but he is faced with the problem of keeping 
these things .rresh--that is, he must present all the 
actions and reactions as though they were happening tor 
the first time.8 In order to interrelate acceptably with 
other actors he must listen, as the character, to what they 
• are saying and react accordingly. In short he must also 
think about what the other actors nee saying and doing. It 
would lead one to believe that the tasks are impossible. 
lt cannot be an impossible task, however, tor actors 
do perform a.nd they give very good characterizations 
apparently without the audienoe perceiving .l.'1 ot these 
mental processes. i·erhar,is the perception ot .mental pro-
cesses is a question ot degree--depending upon the caliber 
ot concentration the actor devotes to the role; or upon 
the degree ot perception, by the audience, ot the mental 
C\J1111am u. Gillette, "The Illusion ot the First 
Time in Acting," in .1\fxo{' .mi Ajting, ed. Toby Cole and 
llelen R. Chinoy 04ew or , 19~ • P• 25. 
? 
activities of the aetor. It is poBcible that all members 
ot an audience are not as sensitive to the mental pro-
cesses o! the actor as some people have indicated. 9 1l'hia 
very small segment of the aotor•s craft ia wortb7 of study. 
II. D.EFINITIONS OF TE.£t .. lt1.S TO BE USED 
ARIHES&it£ D£1JQI• The term ia usuall7 defined in two 
WSJ"•• The most common is that Absurdiat Drama is drama 
that presents characters in situations that are inconsist-
ent with reality in order to show that lite is absurd. 
fiartin Eealin, however, says thut .Absurdiat Drama is that 
which presents the abaurdit7 o! lite on the stage in con-
crete images; it doea not argue that lite is absurd.1° For 
the purpose of this atud7 the second definition is more 
appropriate. 
~~gg}EJ.ng is defined as the changes in location ot 
the actors on atage.11 
By11'Qe11• This term refers to bits of individual 
illustrative action, as opposed to aio;k~pg above.12 
enl. 
9stanialavsld.• Dolman, 1t ti• 
10ttart1n Essl~1 1U, Tt!1ta at. .:SY. Ab1;grd, 
ed. (London, l~), P• • 
11Dolman1 P• 110. 
12Dolman, +oc• ;~~· 
rev. and 
8 
Cha;:ao:ttqr. Thi~l term. carries a double meaning as 1 t 
relut~'lS to the study. First, it refers to the persons in 
the drama, as written by the playwright. !n this sense 
role, part, and character are synon~ous. Cecond, the 
term alludes to the aggregate ot diutinctive qualities 
belonging to an individual role. 
Direct109. Direction refers to all the duties of 
the director. These include selecting the play, casting 
the roles, rehearsing, and the responsibility tor all the 
artistic aspects o! production. 
Mgmax:.J.ns: a F£S?dwatioa. This is defined a,s the pre-
paring or a production to be put on the stage. It refers 
to the technical and business aspects necessary to set the 
pltQ' in its final form betore an ~udience. 
FlaYinS• Thia is defined ae all or those things an. 
actor does to portrlcy s. character; such as the interpreta-
tion of lines, the manner ot speecb, movement, and inter-
action with other actors. 
HeOy.&f!B'l< Audien21• A group of ten people was asked 
to see all throe productions ot the play produced tor thia 
study. The7 were an experimental group. 
RtS.lJl!F Ay~itD91• These people saw the production 
once only. They were the control group • 
.Sif!S! Dirtst§to;a. Almost every plqwright includes 
9 
in his script man:r descriptions (stage directions) that are 
not a part ot the spoken dialogue. They a.re intended to 
give the actors and director some additional intormation 
about the characters and settings, and some suggestions 
concerning the blocking or the scenes. 
Straigblf Pln;riws. The term is used in this study to 
identif'7 the playing of the actors according to the pla.y-
wright' s intentions. 
11heatr1calitz. Theatrioalit7 is here defined as all 
ot those qualities that give a play its standing as a 
dramatic work and one that is stimulating both to read and 
to produce, as contrasted with the popular definition 
noted by Roby and Ulanov as "the qualit7 of artificiality 
or sheer sensationalism in stage presentation.a. 1113 
Varying Character. The actor who, at the request of 
the director, pla;red his role differently on each of the 
three successive nights is called the varying character. 
III. STATEMEN1r O.F' HY.POTHESIS 
According to Samuel Selden,14 the spectator responds 
in three ways to an actor's role. He perceives 
13Robert C. Rob7 and Bar17 Ulanov 1 l!1;t(roduc3fio111Q 
D£pa (New York, 1962), P• 6?5. 
14samuel Selden, Firlit Stitps 1a Actips;, 2nd ed. (New 
York, 1964), P• 7. 
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participates, and makes a mental oouent. The visual 
aspects ot the actor's role, costume, make-up, tacial 
expression, and stance, are, ot cou.rse, what the aud.ienoe 
member perceives. The spectator also participates in the 
role in that he imagines the obaracter's experiences aa 
real situations and that he, the spectator, ia inTOlTed 
with them. The spectator also makes a running aental 
comment on the role. He anal7zea, evaluates, and criti-
cizes the role. 
The audience then, like the actor, is very active 
aentall7 during a pertor1u1nce. li'eroeption is essentiall.7 
a mental process. 1.'he act ot part1o1.pat1ng inTolvee 
another mental aoti Yi t7, ·the use of iaagination. While 
the audience member is engaged in these two processes he 
is making a vuiet7 ot evaluationa. lie auat be veq 
involYed mentally because all ot these mental processes 
are directed toward a number ot characters and. all ot the 
artistic aspeota ot the product1on--eeta 1 lighting, 
costume, and properties. 
Thus it oan be seen that there is a very involved 
interaction between the actor and audience. Books have 
been written on the pa70holoS)" ot an audience,15 but 
ll 
research has tailed to turn up arrr writing on the percep-
tion by the audience ot th• mental state or proeeoees ot 
the actor. lf directors recognize that this oom.munication, 
a silent one, does exist• then it would be or value to 
know its characteristics. 'l'ha comm.unios.tion 11ay be very 
subtle, or the audience m.a.y perceive the expression ot only 
the most obvious thoughts o! the aotor. 
'1\here are expressions ot thoughts that ocui be called 
obvious to an audience, because the actor is reacting 
pl:cy'sically--that is, he uses his body and racial expres-
sion, to convey wh~t he is thinking. lt, however, the 
communication is very subtle, then it is questionable it 
the spectH.tor can tell whether or .not the actor is m.entall7 
in chax·actt;r• and whether his thoughts a.re those o! his 
oharaeter. 
If for example, it can be proved that the co.l'AUl.uni-
cation is o! a V•I7 Bubtle nature, then the principle that 
mall,1 directors use. that the actor must be thinking aa bis 
character would at all times, would be true atld one that 
should be taught in every olaas in acting. On the other 
hand, if the obvious aentttl processes a.re the only onoa 
that do communicate to an audience lllember then the princi-
ple should be abandoned. and. the actor should be taught 
more ri.bout bod7 rnovem.ent and. !acilil expressi0n to convey 
-
12 
thought processes. 
IV. HII:">OTliESIS 
It is held that the actor communicates his mental 
prooesses to the audience and that t.his silent communica-
tion is ot a subtle nature. 
DESIGN OP THE STUDY 
Because the purpose or tho study was to dif.iCOver 
whether a subtle torm of mcmtal communication exists 
between an actor and hin ~lu.dience, it wHa decided. t;b.at a 
descriptive :neth.od ot investigation would be uaed. As tar 
as can be established, a study ot tt:is t.:rpe has not been 
published. Thus, this is a pilot-study. It was decided 
to direct a play in which 0110 pB.rticular character would 
be played differently each night. Immediately following 
eu.ch per!or:mance the audience was asked. to f 111 out a 
questionnaire designed to det;ermine audience renction to 
the three per!ormnnces. 
I. THE PRODUCTION 
Eugene Ionesco's The Leg;gn was produced and directed 
as the vehicle tor the study. L'he reasons for selecting 
I.a! L9seQB were; its very small cast, its theatricality, 
and the character reversals in the play. These three 
criteria are discussed at le:n.gth in Chapter III. The 
production was mounted on the stage or The Little Theatre 
in Darge Hall on the campus of Central wash1ngton State 
College. The a'age 1• ver:1 s~all (twenty teet wide and 
sixteen feet deep) and the auditorium seats only one hun-
dred and twenty-four. The small theatre was chosen 
rather than the main stage, because it was thought that 
-
15 
the 1ntillac7 ot The Little Theatre would be more suitable 
tor testing the mental relationship between actor an4 
audience. Aa a questiorm.aire was used it was aleo deei!'l-
able to teat an audience ot small nuabers in order to 
make tabulation ot the reaulta easier. 
!U LtttQI! was presented on three 001u1ecut1Te nights 
after five weeks ot rehearsal. The tirat two nights the 
pla7 was performed using the ve17'1ng character technique. 
The third. and tinal night the pla7 was acted straight. 
The audiences were one hundred and ten, ninet1-tour, and 
eight7-aeven in number, respeotivel7. 
II. THE VABYlNG CHARACTER 
The cast o! T&t Lt1111 consists ot onl7 three char-
acters-the Professor, the Student, and the Maid. IA 
order to evaluate audience reaponaee to the mental com-
munication of an actor, it was decided to Y&'rl' th• pla7-
ing ot the Proreaaor each night. Since it we.a also an 
intent o! the stud7 to determine the degree of subtlet7 
in co1111unication with an audience, the varying character 
was pltq'ed ao that the amount ot conoentratioa devoted to 
the oharaoter's thought processes grew progreesivel7 
greater in each pertormanoe. On the tirat night ot per-
formance the va17ing character was asked to play his role 
16 
without thinking about the pla7. It was suggested that he 
concentrate onl7 on lines and in this way he would be lesa 
apt to think as the Professor would think. w'hen he was 
listening to the ~5tudent and the Meid he was ti:> tr.r to 
think about anything except what they were s1171ng. 
During the second night ot the production the 
varying character waa directed to play hie charaoter 
almost straight. He was asked to concentrate on his 
bloaki~g and the cue lines a little sore than he normall7 
would. The third night he was to pllQ" the role straight 
and with full concentration. The actor was most coopera-
tive and with verr little rehearsal he was able to do 
what was aaked or him. It should be noted that it ia 
frustrating tor an actor to play a role before an audience 
.and Jl2! play his part to the utmost ot his artistic 
ability. 
The outward :particulars of the l'rotessor were pla7ed 
the aam.o each night. Make-up, costume, movement, blocking, 
business, and racial expression were executed as consist-
ently as possible. During rehearaala the :3tudent and the 
Ma.id bad grown accustomed to the I'ro!'essor' s varying char-
acter technique and thus ware able to remain tairly 
ooneiatently in character on each night ot performance. 
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The regular audience aav the show onl7 once. The7 
came to the pertoraances as a result ot the normal adver-
tising that was done--postera, newspaper advertisement•, 
ed radio announcements. The recurrent audie:a.ce was aade 
up o! selected persona who saw the pltQ" on all three 
nights. Lettere ot invitation were sent to randoml7 
selected members ot the taculty, students ot various 
disciplines, and college ••plo7eee. The letter stated 
that 'l'q.e L1e1sm was being produced tor a thee1s prodect, 
that it was neoessar,- to have a recurrent audience, and. 
invited the receiver to be one ot that selected audience. 
There were ten people in the recurrent audience. A 
questionnaire was filled out b7 ever1· spectator each night. 
The qu•.u.st1onne.ire1 began, in .Seoti<:~n It by seeking 
intorsaation about the reapondent--such as educational 
level, aa~or field of stud.7, age, sex, and sarital atatus. 
Section II consisted of tan questions, each supplied with 
several printed answers, only one ot which was to be 
chosen by the respondent. The section asked question• 
1see Appendix I, ~»t•tignnai;1, P•?9. 
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ubout the 1'roduction o~ the play. , ,ueries were made as to 
whether or not the respondent had re~d the play, had read 
any work by the author, ,i~ugene Ionesco, or had seen an;y 
other production ot l:1l!, Lesn2D• The person tilling in the 
questionnaire was asked it he liked: absurd.1st pla7s, 
this production, the lighting, and the netting. The 
respondent was also asked to rate the production b7 
checking one of the tollowing: ver'3 good 1 good 1 fair, 
poor, or do not know. The Second Section was put in the 
questionn.a1re ror two reasons. First, it was more diffi-
cult tor the individual uning tho form to discover the 
nature or the variable being studied, and second, it gave 
the investigator some indication ot the relative aucoeas 
ot the production. 
In the Thi.rd :Jeotion, a three-point rating scale 
enabled the spectator to asaess the success ot each of the 
three a.etore. Nineteen questions dealt with the various 
aspects ot eneb role. er the nineteen questions only 
seven were concerned speo1t1cally with mental &SI)eets ot 
the actor's performance. These queations were spaced arbi-
trarily throughout the liat (l, 2t 6, s, 10, 13, and 19), 
so thnt they would not receive special attention. Nine 
other questions required ratinge d~eling with acting 
ability. The remaining three questions were directed 
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toward the physical side ot the role. ~~he nineteen 
quent.iona in .:)ection III were the moat important to this 
study, in that the answers to them would indicate to what 
degree the mental aspects ot acting a role communicate to 
an audience. 
As the play has at lea.at seven possible interpreta-
tions (discussed iu Chapter III), ~1ect1on IV required the 
respondent to pick. from the list those interpretations 
which seemed appropriate to him. These answers were !or 
the benefit of the investigator so thnt he could deter-
mine how many of the seven possible interpretations the 
audience discovered. 
In ~;ection V space was provided for the respondent 
to write his evaluation of each of the eharaotere and his 
com.men.ts on the direction of the pla1. The replies to 
this section could then be coripe..red to the answers 
supplied in the other sections. Also, the respondent was 
thus permitted to evaluate an7 other sapoets or the :pro-
duction which had not been provided for 1n the investi-
gator• s questionnair•• The complete questionnaire is 
attached in Appendix A, page ?9. 
The quBst1onna1rea were caretull7 examined and atJ7 
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that were not completely filled out were not used in the 
t::bulating procedure. Ir it seemed that a questionnaire 
had been facetiously filled in, thnt also wru:-. discarded. 
,\fter this cu111nr:; process, the number of <JUestionnaires 
obtatned from the Saturday nif::ht (third per.f'ormance) 
regular audience was sixty-five. .~1noe each questionnaire 
was numbered, it was possible to select sixty-five from 
each or tbe othf~r two groups (the Thursday and Friday night 
regular audiences) by using a table of random numbers.2 
Thus, thirty questionnaires from the recurrent audience and 
one hundred and ninety-f'ive from the regular audiences were 
used f'or tabulation. Tables were compiled and results 
reported in proportions to describe the f'ollowing data. 
1. Audier.~e description--sex, education, major tield of 
study, and degree or partiality for absurdist plays. 
2. Audience tamiliarity with the play--by reading or 
he.iring sEHtn other productions or The ~as1gp and other 
plays by Ionesco. 
3. Audience rating of the production--degree of partial-
ity expressed !or lighting effects, setting, acceptable 
interpretations, and the production as a whole. 
4. Audience interpretation of the pla7-which ot the 
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seven liatcd interpretations were selected.. 
5. i:.cting ratings--mean seore~ were reported for all the 
answ<'H'S to questions <H>ncernint; the acting o! the three 
roles. Mean scores were also l"'eported tor axu.rwers to the 
seve.u questions concerning the m.enta.l .aspects ot the 
roles. Comparisons were made between the unswers or the 
reeular and r<-1cux·:r:«;nt audiences to determine if there 
were any similarities a.nd to a.ecertain any trends in the 
scox·ea. 
CHAP.r.ER III 
SELECTING, I?iTERPRETING, AND DIRECTING THE PLAY 
I. SELECTING THE PLAY 
The ·pl&7 chosen tor the atud.Jr was AUgene Ionesco•• 
Illa &!••OR• This pl&7 was picked because ot its theatri-
cality, its aaall cast, and the great possibility for 
development ot the characters. An Abaurdiat play was 
selected in the hopes that it would attract a large repre-
sentative audience. 
The Departme:ct or Drama has produced relativel;r tew 
Avant-Garde or Absurd.1st plays, yet tacult;r and students 
campus-wide have evinced an interest in production• of this 
kind. Thus, Ta• L11101 seemed to be a good choice in that 
it would draw an audience comprised or drama students, 
non-drama students, faculty from all discipline•, and 
possibly people rrom the town. 
As this study was concerned with the relationship of 
the actor with a broad audience, it was important to have 
an audience so composed, so that the observations would be 
valid. If all members of the audience were alreaq aeui-
tive to character dovelopmen.t, a• one might expect persona 
trained in theatre arts to be, then it would be expected 
that the7 would be able to detect slight ditterencea in 
portrqal ot character. A comparison ot reaponaea trom 
knowledgeable theatre people with replies from persona 
from other disciplines should produce some concluaive or at 
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least significant d.itterenees. 
"Art is the marvelous come to lite. And that ia what 
thc·'.~tre ought to be above all. 01 Ir one accepts this 
definition or theatricality written b7 Eugene Ionesco, 
then i'Qt lr!''M is a very theatrical play. It is certainl;r 
an extraordinar.r situation come to lite on the stage. 
~~qing that the play is theatrical means that the piece 
would play well tor the audience and that it has much to 
otter in visual and intellectual stimulation. The use ot 
pantomime is very theatrical as are changes ot character. 
~'he controversy SUl"rou..nding the play was thought to 
be a !actor that would. draw an audience. ~hen IU 1e11oa 
and TA1 QAIA:iEI were produced o.rt-Broadwq in 1958, the six 
tiew York reviewers were split down the middle in their 
accepti1nee ot them. arooka l'-tkinson led those in !avor b7 
saying' .. These odd, elliptical ti~ntastificat1ons are 
amusing and provocative·. 112 •\iehrird .,.atts Jr. on tbe other 
luind 1 called them "hollow and pretentious tak.rn7. '1 3 
~;ven the m.enn1ng o! 1'ht L11•QJJ is subject for discuBsion, 
1Eugene Ionesco, "'l:he I1arvelous Gome to Lite," trans. 
L\01uttte c. l.-amol'lt, ·I':JMH&!i&:I A£lit Xl..V (~.eptember 1961), 
P• ?8. 
2,~,uo·ted in 11 Ionesoo Double Bill," (editorial), 
TWUtti' .Ar1;1, xr.l:r (Harch 1958) t P• 14. 
31kisl· 
but this will be taken up in a later section of the 
chapter. 
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The aaall oast ot ~ !:1119n (three characters) aad.e 
it an ideal pl.,- tor the atudy. The relatioaahip that 
exiata between actor• while performing a work was a factor 
viewed with concern, Good aotore, ot course, pla7 tor and 
to one another, That is, they plfQ' each other's roles as 
well as their own. They must do so ror the play to be 
succeaatul.4 The object ot the stud7 was to have one 
actor varying his role on each or the three nights. This 
would present a ditticulty tor the actors pla71ng opposite 
him. The other actors would have to be skillful enough to 
play their rolea consiatentl7 even though they would not 
be playing to exactly the aame character. Thia would 
probably make directing more diflioult in that the director 
would have to be especiall7 concerned about the perto.rraanoe 
ot the two consistent roles. or course, the more charac-
ters in the play the more difficult the directing becomes. 
Du.e to these oona14erat1ons Tit L9ggg; aeeaed to bo a Y8'r7 
good choice. 
The character reversals in Iht LtlfOA were en.other 
reason !or its selection. l.t the variable of the study ia 
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to be the nature ot the pl.,-1ng ot one role in a piece, it 
would seem appropriate to pick a plfQ" in which the char-
acters are changing. It would then be more difficult for 
the audience to presume what the qwaationnaire 1• atteapt-
ing. 
The role or tb.e .Professor must be plft7ed w1 th a 
changing peraonalifQ' 8.Jld then with a reversion to the per.. 
aonalit7 tirst established. ·when he first comes on atHitge 
the author aska that he be played as an old man ot t1tt7-
ti ve to aixt7. He ie unsure of himself and almost seeaa to 
be tr1gh"tene4 of the Student. A.a the pllQ' progresaea he 
beooaea more and more sure ot hiaaelf. He becomes atrong 
and Yer'3 powertul1 indeed, in the middle ot the pllQ", he 
dominate a the pupil. '.l:'hi• change ia to be plqed iape.r-
oeptibl7. After he kills the Student he imm.ediatel7 
becomes the old man who tirat walked on atage. 
Ionesco sqs ot the Btudent a ••From gq and uiling 
ahe becomes progreasivel7 sad and morose, tro• ve'1:7 
lively at the beginning, ahe becomes more and more 
fatigued and. eonmolent."5 B7 the end o! th• pl.,- she ia 
oompletel7 eubaisaiYe to the l.:'roteasor. Thia change ot 
character, like the obe.nr~• in the l'roteaaor, ia a slow 
5t;ugene Ionesco, "The l.eaeon," in ~ ~ n 
E»slf~11ftAt trans. Donald M. Allen ('.Ni...--Y~l958) 1 
PP• . •- ereatter cited as "Ionesoo, The Lesson. 11 
and subtle procEH.1s. The third character, the itlaid, is 
somewhat of a mystery. Dhe appears on stat;e, briefly, 
several times be!oro the murder. However, a strange 
relationship seemE> to exiflt between her and the Frofessor. 
"\f tor the murder ahe reveals herself as u weird kind ot 
mothor figure.6 Table I, page 28 1 grapbioa.lly illustrates 
the character changes. 
'..Jith all three characters chancing so radically 
durinc the presentation of the play it seemed almost 
oertain that it would not be obvious to the recurrent 
audience that a particular character was being played 
differently each night. It, under these circumstances, 
the recurrent audience would indeed pick out the character 
who was not playing with tull concentration, then it would 
be aafe to assume that the mental attitude ot an actor is 
communicated to an audience. The foremost reason tor 
selecting 1Ql Leg•QD waa to make it as di!!icult as 
possible for the audience to discover what was being 
tested. 
It was decided that the I'rofeasor would be the 
varying ehari1cter. 'l'wo facts determined this. First, the 
role ohanges twice. The initial eha.nge is a very slow 
T.ABLE I 
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process and this would sarvf:t to dise;uise the vnriable. 
;·:eeond, the role shoulc1 be played with hesitancy and vecy 
slight at121.rnllering at the beginning. These two che.rt1cter-
iatics in combination would make the accidental d.iscovery 
of the variable prnetically impossible. 
Once the play ;nu:; selected and the varying character 
chosen, try-outs were announced. Casting wnu effected 
throush open auditions !l.nd it was made clcHU." that the 
production would be mounted as a thesin project. The cast 
wan not told what the study was to be until the first 
reading rehearsal. 1:'he peo le cast were chosen not only 
for their talent, but also for their ability to work 
tog"'~tht:r. The plan of the rehearsals wes to work thtl play 
straight until it was firmly set. :~tter it was set, it was 
to be rehearsed usine; th.a varyins character technique. but 
always returning to the straight runtbrough betore leaving 
eHch particular rehearsal. 
!!l! tes1gn is a play ot many levels or meaning. It 
was discovered in the first reeding thnt all or the actors 
had reasonable interpretations or the plsy. The interpre-
tati,·1ns, however, were nll di.f'ferent, and some ot them were 
~ogmatically held.. The first order of businesn waa to 
reach a consensus on which interpretation to use and to 
develop a unified oourae for the production to follow. 
Ionesco called 1AI. ~!l'AB a comic drama. It is 
tunny• but it is also stark• pessimistic, and terri.tying.7 
"Ion•soo laughs steadily, and the aoh.e or abeurdity, 
failure. and deepair ia felt, it it ia telt at all, in the 
midst ot a kind of qena laughter, a voiceless laughter, a 
laughter that is noisy only in the lungs and mouth of the 
aatoni•hed ap1r1t • • • Laugh all you like, but just try 
to forget what 7ou saw and how it made 7ou feel. You 
oan.•t.•8 
The plf!7 is about a lesson and at the beginning it is 
a realistic piece ot work. A pupil arrives tor her !irst 
lesson. The dialogue is ordinar,. and except tor a few 
leaps into the ridiculous (the delight fro• simple answers 
and the various degrees to be obtained) the play is alllost 
banal. Once Ionesco has established this banality be 
aakea the pl8J" abeurd b7 emphasising the banality.9 
The 7ows.g girl has coae to be tutored for her total 
doctorate. The Professor begins hia questioning to tin.4 
?Esslin, P• 145. 
8w1111am Saroyan, 0 loneaco,., Tb,ta;!irt ~. XI,II (Jul7 
1958), P• 2;. 
9aaorge E. Wellwarth, Th! Tieater .2' F£Oit•~ !DA 
::Parado! (Now York, 1964), PIJ • 7-JI!. 
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out what the girl bas already learned. She knows the 
basics of addition but is unable to subtract. Although 
she can multiply enormous numbers (she has memorized all 
the products of all possible multiplications) she can 
count no further than sixteen. Because of these limita-
tions the Professor decides that ahe will only qualify tor 
the partial doctorate. 
As he begins a lecture on "the fundamental principles 
ot the linguistic and comparative philolo87 of the neo-
Spanish languages," the pupil develops a sudden toothache. 
Language and communication break down. The Student, ao 
overcome with her toothache, is unable either to communi-
cate with or learn from the J?ro!essor. This so enrages 
him that he murders her. The Maid, who has been on stage 
several timea to warn tho Professor that he is going too 
tar, now dominates him. He tries to kill her also but she 
is too powerful tor him. The Maid quiets the Professor 
and when he begins to worry a.bout what people will think, 
she gives him. a swastika armband, so that people will not 
ask questions. The7 carry the bod7 out and the Maid re-
turns to admit another student. "nuz. Les19a has the same 
circular atru.cture u l}:onesco' Q] first play, [lb BaJS 
Sa;£ap.i:J and suggests again the perpetual but senseleaa 
activity. 'A vicious circle has its virtue,• one or 
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Ionesco' a characters says. ,,lO 
!Wi, lfeason has at least seven. interpretations. 1I'hey 
are: (1) The absurclity ot li:f.e, (2) The misuse of power, 
(~;) Sexual domination, (4) The inef!ectivenefJ6 of language, 
(5) A political statemeut, (6) A study of character, and 
(7) !..n attack on educational philosophy. 1l1he inter1>reta-
tions are discucsed. in turn. 
!!le Ab§~rditx gt Litt 
Martin Eeslin states that 1 '"l'be 11'heatre ot the 
Abs~urd bas renounced arguing a)out [italics hi~ absurdity 
or the l:n.unan conditioni it merel7 1?£!1ent1 [italics hie] 
it in being-that is, in terms of concrete stage imegea."11 
The circular structure of ~ht Ltifon seems to indicate 
that not only is life absurd but ali.~o that man is unrAble 
to escape its absurdity. The tact that the Dtudent is 
stabbed with an imagina17 knife ia, ot course, absurd, but, 
all the aam.e, the Student dies. 
AB the body is being removed, another student knocks 
at the door, but abe too will be unable to learn and the 
Professor will murder her. Thus, the students are as 
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trapped by lite as is the rrofessor. 
De Hi1u1e o{ I'sU<I£ 
During the course or the plf.Q" the Professor becomes 
very powerful. He dollinates the Student completely. The 
Naid in turn dominates the Irof'essor. Both ot these 
people use their power in a porvert4d way. The Professor 
demands that the Student learn what he prescribes and when 
she does not he kills her. 1rhe Maid, described b;,y Esslin 
as a malignant mother tigure,12 keeps her hold on the 
r1rotessor b;y permitting his actions and also b;y covering 
up the murders. She drives the Pro.teasor to commit the 
acts by telling him that he is going too far and that he 
does not know what he is doing. This makes him angry and 
pushes him into a1tuat1ona that must lead to the Student's 
murder. 
Language in ~ la1101 is both a source and an instru-
ment ot power. The I)rofessor obtains his increased 
potenc7 from his position as the authoritative aouroe of 
meanings. His use or words drives the girl into insensi-
bility and he virtuall7 rapes her with word.a. 
Sexual Dom&nation 
The I'ro!essor, "rubs his hands together constantl71 
occasionally a lewd gleam comes into hin eyes mid is 
quickly repressed. During the course of the play his 
timidity will diaap1)ehr progressively, im:perceptibly; and 
the lewd gleams in his eyes will become a steady devourinz 
flame in the end • .,l3 This eharaoter description by 
Ionesco makes it vecy clen1 .. that the i''rofessor not onl7 
wants to dominrtte the Btuclent, he must also possess her. 
According to tb.e stage directions, the slash ot the 
knite that kills the ~)tudent is delivered so as to cut her 
"trom bottom to top." The o.uthor asks also that the bod7 
f'all 1.nto a ohair in an immodest position with legs hanging 
over eaoh side o.t thf1 chair. 1fha sexual drive is explicit. 
:X'he murder scene is written to be played as the climax or 
a sexual act. Both characters scream at the final blow; 
the ~:Jtudent has reached the climax of lite• the ,i:rofesnor 
the climax or his domination or her. 
Martin Esslin states thtit the sexual nature or the 
pla7 is the main proposition and that iti 
• • • hinges on the sexual nature or all power and the 
relationship between language and power as the basis of 
all human ties. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • It is all authoL~i ty • the:t•ef ore, which is sho·..-n up 
in its sexual, sadistic nature. what Ionesco ls 
saying is that even behind so apparently har&less an 
exercise ot authorit;r as the teacher-pupil relationshiPt 
all the violence and domination, all the aggreasiveness 
and roasessiveneeu3• the cruelty nnd lust are r1'esent 
th,a.t mnke up 8J17 manifestation ot power. The teob.-
nique ot non-literary theatre, which allows the author 
and director to treat the text ot a play as expe.ndable • 
enables Ionesco to bring this.~ hid<len content into the 
open. while the lane;uafte remains on the plane ot 
quec~tii:)n and e.nsw..:ir, ot inf'ormation asked for arid 
impartedi the e.c!liU [}. tal1cs hi.ii can become more and 
more vio ent, sensuous, and brutni. .All that remains 
ot the elaborate bod7 or knowledge, information (in its 
parodied form) 1 and. eonce171tual apps.ratus is the basic 
tact that f~e rrof'eesor wants to dominate and possess 
the pupil. 
Tae Intft@ct1yep!ll 2& LtQ6MISI 
The 'Professor points out to the ~tudent that con:unun-
ication is impossible because words do not convey the 
personal assoeiettions th&.t they carry !or each individual. 
The example given is the meaning ot "my country.~ lf an 
Italian says "my country" ho means Italy. But when a 
Frenchman says tt my country"' he means :F'runce. In another 
ease, if two people are usine the word "grandmother" the7 
are• of course• talking a.bc;ut two very ditferent peraons. 
rnie only sate words are nonse.nse syllables because, .. words 
obarged with significance will fall, weighted down by 
their meaning, and, in the end they alwe.;ys collapse; 
foll. • • • Cr else bux•st like balloons. nl5 Indeed, the 
14
.c;sslin, PP• 142-143. 
1510.nesco, "The Lesson," PP• 6~~-63. 
ineffective use o! la.n~"U&f5e is one reiuwn that communica-
tion is lost between the tek1chor arid the pupil in ~~h~ 
Le§son. 
The Pgl!tiqal i'.;;tatoment 
Bsslin is vex7 emphatic in hia theory of the sexual 
ir:11plications of T};\e Les§O.!h but he claims tht1t the poli ti-
e al otatement is there, although it is very minor.16 
George ~ellwnrth is equally emphatic tha.t the political 
stL~tement is vecy important. 
The allegoey is obvious: the insidious deadli-
ness o! the professor's speech is precisel7 analogous 
to the eq.ually insidious deadliness of the rhetoric 
used by the Na.zis--and nothing was more appalling 
about the Nazi era than the extent to which the German 
intellectuals (the teachers, the artists, all those! 
in short, whose task it is to gua:rd the truth) will ng-
17 u.sed their powers to pervert truth, to give talae-
hood the appearanoo of truth. Ionesco's professor 
perverts language, which, as he himself says, is more 
important then anything else, tor it is the medium 
through which truth is expressed. As the worde lose 
meaning the:r becnme deadlier: the professor's 
trenzieA gabble and Uitltu'.·• s hysterical ravinga--whioh 
were not only meaningless but unintelligible as well--
are one and the same. Semantic anarchy equals moral 
anarch3'.17 
The use of the swastika armband to cover up murder is 
today an absurd idea. However, at one place in time it 
was an absurdity that was a reality. One can t.ry to use 
16Esalin, P• 144, 
17wellwarth, PP• 58-59. 
another arrnb .. :.md but the thought behind the swastika, the 
political statement, will not allow 1,my other. 
A Gtydx ot Cha¢7tt0te£ 
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~he Lgs12a aan be interpreted as a study of a 
sexually perverted, homicidal character. The :Iro.ressor is 
an emasculated individual, dominated by the Maid (the 
mother figure). The Haid goads the r~rofef.rnor into a 
sitm1tic.m. thot muat end in the murder o! the girl. Indeed, 
after he rapes her (verb~lly, on stage) he must also 
destroy he1~ in an attempt to regain his masculinity. As 
soon as the act is committed the Maid chastises him in 
order to reinforce bis guilt feelings. She then comforts 
and protects him no that she may keer; her bold on him. As 
the play ends she is admitting another girl end thus starts 
the process over again. It is almost a pertect textbook 
case histor,.. 18 
The psychology of the Student can be approached in 
the same wa:y. ;,:he is a study or the victim. who wants to 
be just that, a victim. She has eve-ry chance to leave the 
room; in tact she is le.tt alone, but she waits for death. 
I! it is argued that this point ot view puts too much 
18From conversations between this writer and I'ulin K. 
Garg, Fro.f'eesor of Gociology, Central Washington dtate 
College, (January, 1969). 
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re:1l.ity into rm absui·dint play, it can bo rebutted by 
sayin£; thnt Ionesco must have taken his chnracters from 
lite, for how else do we know characters? Even .more 
important; it Ionesco is presenting the absurdity ot lite, 
then he must present life--that is, characters whom we 
know and can recognize. 
In his book on character, Alvin Kernan discusses what 
he calls the "psychological plot." He 1ut7s that the 
psychological plot is as important as is the story. "We 
must try to approa.ch psychological plots as well as 
ph,-sical plots without preconceptions i:11.bout how the play-
wright ought to portray the workings or human nature. In 
his depiction of the process of mental chs.nt~e be otters an 
image or the dynamics or the human mind., and we are likel.7 
to miss his point completely 1!' we fail to take his plot 
seriously."19 If we inter trom tLia that a psychological 
plot can be tHken as a character stud.y, then we must also 
consider Ionenco's description or the Professor seriousl7, 
so that we will not miss the point. 
Ji.n A1r~agk on E4y90.tional PqiJ.gsgph: 
J:;sslin presents .Pierre-Aim$ Touchard' s theory that 
The Lt1101 expresses the spirit of domination that is 
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found in all teacher-student relationships.20 This theor;y 
was brought out forcibly as the pl13.7 was being discussed 
by the actor who played the Professor, Robert Micha.el 
l~evills. Nevills saw the Professor as the embodiment ot 
an educational system that does indeed rape all students 
by demandin.g they learn a prescribed body of knowledge. 
In this case the Jiro!essor is the power and needs no 
external ~usti!icationi nor oan he accept anything from 
the student but submission or death. The Haid is simply a 
supporter ot the system. 
Nevills uses a frame or reference that is contempo-
rary. In this age ot student riots, student interest, and 
involvement, a dissatisfaction with the old standards ot 
education is often violently expressed. The calling to 
task ot long-accepted philosophies gives this interpreta-
tion plausibility. Even if one claims that Ionesco did 
not mean anything of the kind when he wrote the piece, 
this interpretation ia defensible in that the work is 
meaningful to toda;y•a audiences and that in itself is a 
testimonial to the worth or the play. 
Aa all seven ot these interpretations were thought to 
have value, it was decided to work towarde some o! them 
and to leave the rest to discovery by the audience. The 
20 Esslin, P• 144. 
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absurdity or lite is, or course, wha.t the play presents, 
and this 1 s evinoed through the dialogue and a.ct ion. ~1he 
misuee or power, another interpretation, was not made 
manifest because the actor playing the Professor should 
not develop the mental attitude that he is misusing power. 
The sexual connotations 1n the play were thought to be 
very important to the development or ehs.raoters and some 
scenes were directed to bring out this interpretation very 
strongly. 
Ine!tectiveness ot language, one or the themes or the 
play, is brought out in Ionesco's dialogue. ~a stated 
above, the political statement is present in the play, but 
it was decided that a mere reference to the swastika arm-
band would be a sufficient sum!;estion to the audience. The 
clearly defined psychological traits ot the characters (as 
described above) were immensely valuable in directing the 
play, and each role was subtly developed in order to effect 
a psychological interaction among the players. The attack 
on educational philosophy 1s a sound interpretation but one 
that was left to the interpretive powers of the audience. 
The cast r1nall7 agreed with this over-all interpretation 
and the play was rehearsed with these goala in view. 
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III. :OIH~ZCTIHG THE l'LAY 
ln the stage directions, Ionesco indicates that the 
Student should bring books and notebooks on stage with her. 
Later in the plsq, however, he aelts that the :Proteasor 
write on an imaginar.y blackboard and. that the knife used 
to kill the girl be "real or invisible, .. thus leaving the 
decision to the discretion of the director. After careful 
consideration, it was decided that no h81'.ld props would be 
used at all. The nonrealistic style created b7 the lack ot 
props seemed to be more in accordanoe with Ionesco's pl37 
than the suggestion or realism that would be created by the 
use o! band propa. 
The same line o! reasoning led to the decision not to 
use a set. The play was performed on a Vert small stage 
with curtains defining the valla. The onl7 furnishings 
uaed were a desk and three chaire. It was intended to let 
the audience members imagine their own sets and more 
important, it wae thought that the audience would be able 
to concentrate more on the acting it the setting were kept 
to a a1n1awa. :r;ntranoes were made through the curtain.a 
up-stage, just left of center, and stage-left. The UP-
etage entry was to suggest the outside door and the stage-
lett entry was to represent the door to the rest or the 
houee. Illustration I, page 42, shows these entrances aa 
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well 6.$ the location or the imaginary window, bookcase, 
and. blaokbo&r\.1. The posi tion.s or the real rurni ture are 
also shown. 
The author gives no indication ot the period or tiae 
in which the lllction takes place. It wa.s deo1,led to keep 
the play ti;neless and the program note l."bout time reads, 
"The time: Yesterday - Today - or perhaps Tomorrow." Aa 
the time or !!14 ldUUlRP. was undefined it seemed appro.priate 
to costume the actors in the same way, that is, ageless. 
The Professor was costumed in a black academic gown, with 
grey trousers and shoes, a slightly dirty and wrinkled 
white shirt, and. a black tie. He also wore the black 
skullcap called tor by Ionesco. 
It was decided to use the skullcap.because it seemed 
to support the political stH.tement ot the play. I.t" one 
accepts the condemnation of the Nazi power etructure that 
ie in the pla7, it is suggestive to have the Professor 
wearing a symbol ot the Jewish faith. Ot course it was 
the Jews who were slaughtered under the Nazi regime, but 
Ioneaoo might be aayi.ng that the possibil1t7 exists that 
the Jews could have been capable ot the same brutality. 
~he Student was dressed in a blue "A-lineH skirt, 
hemaed to three inches above the knee, a pink, long-sleeve4 
turtleneok sweater, pink shoes, and wore a white bow in her 
hair. The intention was to make her appear young and 
bright. The Maid•s costume was a nondescript black dress, 
calf length, with a white apron, an:l black shoes. The 
apron was styled to go over each shoulder. As the et!$ot 
desired wan that or a mother lmage, she did not wear a 
cap. Illustration Il, page 45, shows the actual costwaea 
worn by the Frofessor and 'the Student. 
Hake-up was designed to concur with the character 
descriptions given by Ionesco. T.he base color for the 
Protessor wae selected to give him a pale, pasty look, a.a 
though he had·not been out in the sun for a verr long time. 
The race lines and shadowing suggested the nge ot sixty. 
His hair and beard were whitened. The Maid was made-up 1D 
much the same !'ashion except that, as her age was thought 
to be tifty, her hair was onl7 slightl7 gre7. The Btudent•a 
base color was chosen to give her a health.JI" look• as though 
she were active in outdoor sports. Her hair (brunette) was 
left in its natural state, while her e7es were made-up to 
achieve a rather wide and eager look. Illustration III, 
page 45, showe the actual make-up used. tor perf'ormanoe. 
The p•ople cast in the roles were selected, in part, 
because ot their physical characteristics. Robert H. 
Nevills (the I'ro!essor) etanda six .feet tour inches tall. 
As the old man, his stance was to be bent and crippled so 
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that his height very nearly approximated that of Lavinia 
1,,;hitworth (the Gtudent). As the character of the frofessor 
grew stronger it was planned to have Uevills stand pro-
gressivel7 taller so that it would nppear that he grew in 
height as well as in strength. At his tallest, it would 
make an imposing sight to have his groat size dominating 
Lavinia ~hitworth who is only five feet tive inches. 
Nevills' capacious gown helped to make him appear smaller 
when such an e!tect was desired. 
Pamela Cole (the Maid), a stocky woman of consider-
able height (five feet nine and one halt inches) was cast 
because her size and height would be advantageous in the 
scene where the t1aid knocks the Professor to the f'loor. 
She would also present a f'igure that would be believable 
when she is in complete domination o! the Professor. 
The lighting was designed to give a natural e!!ect 
except ror a tew select moments in the play. During the 
scene in which the Professor tries to get the Student to 
subtract,21 blue light was added in order to cool the 
lighting and help create the feeling of frustration that 
the scene presented. As the sexual connotations of the 
play were thought to be important, this scene was played 
as an unsuccessful attempt, by the :Professor to seduce the 
1~7 
girl. 1I'o hait;hten the excitement red light was introduced 
in the Addition Hcene, 22 whicb was played as a successful 
encounter. The scene was blocked so tb.at the Professor 
sat at his <1esk with the Student sitting in the chair 
across from him, both ch~iracters in a relaxed state. As 
the scene progressed they became excited and breathless. 
':he Professor broke the scene when he !ell back into his 
chair, exl:u1usted, arying 1 "~la£~ni!icent. You are magni:f'i-
oent. You are exquisite."23 Both the red and blue lights 
were brought up just enou,h to color the eeenes slightl7 
in order to accomplish the psyohological effect desired. 
The murder scene also was played for the sexual 
connotations pretan1t. l .. a the final encounte:r· began, 24 the 
red lights were brought up slowly, to one half or full 
intensity. As soon as the reds were up the natural light 
was dimmed to one half. The scene was :played in this light 
until the murder blow va.s struck. Ionesco asks that two 
blows be given. It was decided that only one blow would 
fall. 'l'he £iro!essor struck the Gtudent in. the groin and 
held the "knif'e '' there until the scream stopped. He then 
raised the 0 kni!'e" to breast level. As the blow f'ell the 
22Ionesco, "The Lesson," PP• 51-52. 
2
'Ioneaco, lasas git. 
24Ionesco, "2'.'he Lesson,,. P• 78. 
white light WGiS turned off, plunging th\~ stage into red 
light. 
After the murder was done, the rrofessor fell to his 
knees to allow his breathing to beeozne normal and ali?O to 
etfect the change of ohuraoter. ;)uring this pa.us:" the red 
li~ht waa cross-faded to the !ull natural light. The light 
remained the same f'rom then on until the curtain. 
T-hysical contact was kept nt e.. minimum. ':rhe I ro-
fesnor touched the ~5t\ldent only three times and the Maid 
touched the 1-rofeesor twice. In the ~>ubtraction ;_:cene25 
when the ~)tudent put up ten !ingero !or the\' rro!esaor to 
count, he took hold of ht:;r hands. J;ater in the play when 
the Irofessor demonstrated how tr~e hee.d must be held to 
speak properly,26 he put his tineer under her chin and 
forced her to rise to her feet. The last contact with the 
Student was, or course, the final blow. The Maid•e two 
physical contacts with the frofessor occurred when she 
slapped him and then put her arm around him to comfort him 
in the final scene.2? The gestures discussed above were 
the only physical contacts in this production. 'renseness 
was developed merely b;r the proximit7 or the characters. 
25Ioneaco, 1&2a 2i1'• 
26Ionesco, "The Lesson," P• 62. 
27Ionesco, "The Lesson,•• PP• 76-?8. 
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The blocking of the plaJ' was planned to develop the 
same feeling that the oharaotera were experiencing. At 
the beginning the Student was blocked in auoh a aanner so 
as to force the Professor to retreat from her conotantl7. 
When the lesson began they were both seated, and except 
!or the occasions alread7 noted, the Student remained in 
her seat. \Jhen the Professor forced her to rise (during 
the demonstration ot a correot spea.king poeture )28 the 
Student's chair was forced to a center-stage position. 
That was the onl7 time the gtudent left her seat until the 
murder. This was done so that she was always at a lower 
level than the Irofessor. Ao the Professor became stronger 
he used the whole acting area more and more. At times he 
was very close to the Student, towering over her, and at 
tilles he was at a d1stance, but alwt"Q"S dominating the 
acene. 'fhe murder was staged just as it is written in the 
stage direction.a. 29 The final soene was blocked so that 
the Frot•ssor was subeervient to the Maid. 
In order to re1n!oroe the circular structure ot the 
pla7, when the ourtain opened a chair vaa discovered 
center-stage, overturned and ve'1:7 out ot place. As the 
Maid entered to admit the tirst student, she picked up 
28Ionesco, "The Leaeon," P• 62. 
291onesoo, "The Leeson," PP• ?3-75• 
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the chair. Later, during the murder. the aame chair was 
knocked over and remained that way until the Maid picked 
it up when she returned to the stage to admit the second 
student. In order to strengthen Ionesco's point ot 
reoccurrence and also because the ::rotessor was portrqed 
as a hom1e1del pervert, the second student appeared on-
stage, rather than announcing her presence oft-stage. 
Because of the nature ct the characterization of the Pro-
fessor and the portent or the play, it seemed moat 
appropriate to have the role of the second student pla7ed 
by the actress who was the first student. The pltcy" ended 
with a blackout as soon as the second student made her 
entrance. 
Characterization was developed and then sustained 
aoco1"din.g to the interpretation discussed earlier in thia 
chapter. It must be made clear, however, that the rro-
fessor, aa the var,'ing character, was given the reaponai-
bilit7 of subtl7 ch8llg1ng his rol~ on each successive 
night during the run or T1&9 L11•21• 
CHA.PT~ IV 
FINDINGS 
It is held that an actor communicates his mental 
processes to the audience and that this silent communica-
tion is ot a subtle nature. To test this lqpothesis 
Eugene Ionesco's play, I.at L11sop was produced and directed 
by the investigator. The playing of the Protessor'a role 
was varied on each night ot three productions. ~his was 
done to see it the audiences would notice &IQ' d1!teren.oea 
in the characterizations of the Professor. In order to 
teat the subtlety of the communication, the Professor 
became slightly more involved in his character's mental 
processes during the second production than he was in the 
first procuotion.. On the third night, th1e involvement was 
carried a little further and he played the role with his 
utmost concentration. 
Thirty questionnaires from the recurrent audience and 
sixty-five selected trom each of' the three regular audiences 
made a total of' two hundred and twonty-tive questionnaires 
from which the data were assembled. In the following 
descriptions (Sections I, II, and III) data relating to the 
regular audience are mean percentages, established from the 
three regular audiences, unless otherwise stated. 
I. AUDIEMCE DBSCl:..:IF'TION 
Table II, page 53, shows that the audiences were 
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TABLE II 
AUDIZNCE DESCRIPTION 
RECD HlLSh T RSGULAH ~1',.UDI2NCE 
AUDIENCE 
THURSDAY FRIDAY S.11.TURDA'.l 
10 65 65 65 
MEN .50 .45 .42 .48 
WOMEN .50 .55 .58 .52 
--
-
HIGH SCE:OOL 
S'l1UDENTS .oo .12 .02 .08 
COLLEGE 
S'rIJDEl~TS .80 .66 .74 .83 
- GHADUA·rE 
STUDEl'\'rS AND 
.20 .22 .24 .09 FACULTY 
I"ISMBERS 
DRAi1A .40 .23 .15 .11 
NON-DRAMA .60 .77 .85 .89 
LIKED ABSURDIST 
PIJAYS .80 .52 .63 .66 
DISIJIKED O.:i 
INDIFF:SHENT ABOUT 
.20 .48 .37 .34 ABSUHDIST FLAYS 
-
similar in some respects and dissimilar in others. 
Sex ot ~t\! Auditnot 
The recurrent audience consisted or fifty per cent 
men and titty per oent women, and the regular audience ot 
torty-t1ve per cent men and t1!ty-t1ve per cent women. In 
this respect the two audieneea were well-balanced. 
1¥3'\Wat&on ot ND• haaieag1 
The recurrent audience was comprised of eighty per 
cent undergraduates and twenty per cent college graduates. 
The regular aud.ienee consisted or seventy-tour per cent 
undergra.duatea, eighteen per cent college graduates, and 
eight per cent high sehool students. Thus the recurrent 
and regular audiences were well-balanced in regard to edu-
cational background. 
Htj2E l&tl4 gt S$u4l 
Drama majors constituted forty per cent ot the recur-
rent audience and seventeen per cent ot the regular aud-
ience. In this respect th• two audiences were a1gn1ti-
cantly different. Because ot their training as audience aa 
well as craftsmen, drmna students are uaually considered to 
be more exacting in their evaluations ot dramatic produc-
tions and therefore, this variant should not be detrimental 
to the stud7. 
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rartiali;SiY to Absurd rJa::ra 
Eighty per cent ot the recurrent audience liked 
absurdist plays as compared to twenty per cent or the same 
group that either disliked them or ~ere inditterent. or 
the regular audience, only sixty-one per cent liked absurd.-
1st plays snd thirty-Dine per cent were negatively pre-
disposed. Thus there wae a small disparity in the two 
audiences. 
II. AUDIENCE PAMII..IARITY WITH T.HL PLAY 
Ta.ble III, page 561 shows the rt~aponses to the ques-
tions in the Second 3ection or the questionnaire. This 
section dealt with the familiarity that the individual had 
with l:b.! Lesspn or 8:Jl7 or Ionesco's writings. 
Fwa&li•r&tY Wit& tht Plaz 
For1J7 per cent o! the recurrent audience and eleven 
per cent or the regular audience had read the play. Twent,. 
per cent or the reourren.t audience and thirteen per cent ot 
the regular audience had attended some other production ot 
at Lff1$2D• 
F111ili1£1$Y With the Au$hQ£ 
Concerning audience tamiliarit7 with Ionesco, eight7 
per cent ot the recurrent audience and thirty-one per cent 
•J:ABLE III 
AUDIENCE F 1-li'IILIAHITY WITH TEE PLAY 
HAVE YOU SEEN HAVE YOU HEAD 
ANY PRODUCTION THE PLAY 
OF THIS PLAY 
YE.S NO YES NO 
THUHSDAY .21.J- .76 .14 .86 
REGULAR 
AUDIENCE FRIDAY .08 .92 .09 .91 
SATUHDAY .06 .94 .09 .91 
RZCURl~El~T 
AUDIENCE .20 .80 .40 .60 
I 
I 
I 
HAVE YOU READ 
ANY IONESCO 
YES N"O 
.34 .66 
.31 .69 
.27 .73 
.80 .20 
\Jl ()l 
5? 
or the regular audience were, to some extent• familiar with 
his writings. Thirty per cent of all the people who filled 
out questionnaires had no prior exposure to the work ot 
Ionesco. For them this production was a new experience in 
theatre. That some or the audience had no prior exposure 
to the pla7 or its author was not considered aigni!icant to 
the study. The response to the acting of the varying char-
acter, regardless o! audience background, was what was 
sought. 
III. AU.DIE?~CE R.tTll:lG OF Till~ PRODUCTION 
Table IV, page 581 shows the regular and recurrent 
audience ratings ot the production as a whole, and also ot 
its technical aspects. 
{£at1ng ot LilhttM NMl Stying 
Ninet7-tour per cent or the regular audience and 
ninet7 per cent ot the recurrent audience thought that the 
lighting was etfeotive, and eighty-five per oent of. the 
regular audience and ninet-y per oent or the recurrent 
audience thought that the lighting effects were helptul to 
the aotora. In response to the question concerning the 
acceptance ot the bare stage, eighty-one per cent of the 
regular audience and ninety per cent of the recurrent aud-
ience were ravorabl;r d.iepoaed. 
' 
TABLE IV 
PRODUCTION RATINGS 
FROM RECUHRENT AND REGULAR AUDIENCES 
l','1.1\.S '.I'll~ DID THE DID YOU LII\TWAS THE INTER DID YOU LIKE 
LIGHTING LIGHTING rrp_.:s BARE PRETA'l1 ION THIS PRODUC-
,'F~C .,,NE }fr.LP err ·' GE 
.ACCEP'I'ABLE TION I""' .i; ..L .... .J..J >:>~.ti, 
'YES I NO NO 'YES I YES NO D.N. YE~ NO D.N. r~s NO D.N. 
. 
. o~ ~fl .99 .01 .85 .15 .23 .57 .43 .95 .oo ~ .77 .oo .05 ll\ ::::i 
\,£) I·-! ,._, 
C~• 
. 
q . 
.B2 I .18 p H .B8 .12 .B4 .OB .OE .43 .oo .57 .B8 .03 .09 ·~~ ·">-' ,y 
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HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE 
PRODUCTION 
VERY 
GOOD GOOD Fil.II?. POOii D .lJ • 
.23 .62 .15 .oo .oo 
.31 .62 .07 .oo .oo 
.43 .42 .12 .oo .03 
.40 .40 .20 .oo .oo 
.40 .50 .10 .oo .oo 
.50 ~30 .20 .oo .oo 
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Acg9pt1b~l1~Y gt Iptetur1~ati9p 
Seventy per cent of the recurrent audience thought 
tha.t this production presented an acceptable interpretation 
or Thm Laoe9n, but only forty-six per eent o! the regular 
audience expressed this opinion. It should be noted, how-
ever, that only two fi.t'ths of one pf:r cent of .1Ja1 the 
respondents thought the interpretation unacceptable, while 
thirty per cent of the recurrent audience and ti.tty-three 
per cent of the regular audience were Ullable to express 
either a negative or positive opinion. 
PK2duction Rat~QS 
The production was liked by one hundred per cent of 
the recurrent audience. or the regular audience, ninety 
per cent liked the production, tour per cent did not like 
it, and six per cent were undecided. 
'.Chirty-three per cent of the regular audience rnted 
the production as "very good," f'i.f'ty-!ive per cent as 
"good," and eleveu per eent aa "f'air. 11 Not one respondent 
in either audience rated the production as "poor," and onl7 
one per cent or all persons who saw the play gave no 
opinion whatsoever on its merits. or the recurrent audience, 
rorty-!our per cent rA-ted the production as nvecy good," 
.forty per cent ao "good," and fourteen per. cent as "!air." 
Thus it can be seen that the production was well-received 
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roting fl increanea with eneh night of production, tb.e 11 f.~0<>1" 
r:·, tinP;S tended to fall ott, and. the "fair" rntings tended 
to remnin conntant. Obviously, the production was better 
received on .Aiturd 1:~y ni£~ht than on the previoun two n15hts. 
Since more than one third of a14 the respondents 
(thirty-five me~:n percc:nto.c;,e or the f'our d.ifferent groups) 
hnd. expreseo<l a dislike of abnurdist plnys, comparisons of 
production ratings were made in relation to the respondents• 
pa.rtiality to t1·1s type of ·!)lay. From Table V, pace 61, it 
can be seen th:1t, regnrdlem1 or their partiality, a large 
majori.ty or .ill the respondents thought the lightinl~ and 
the set tine; were e:ttecti ve. er th.ose who disliked absurd-
ist plays. only twenty-seven per eent thought that the pro-
duction prest1nted an acceptatle interpreta.tion o! the play. 
or that groupt however, only two p~r cent thought the 
interpretation unacceptable, but seventy-one per cent were 
unable to give an opinion. 
In considering the whole production (Table v. page 
61), only nine per cent of those who did. not like absurdist 
pl'Q"a disliked this presentation or ~ L11son, seventy-six 
per cent were tavorably disposed, and fifteen per cent did 
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TABLE V 
PRODUCTION RATINGS 
ALL RESPONDEr~TS 1 PARTIALITY TO ABSURDIBT PLAYS 
DID THE DID YOU LIKI WA.S T1-1E INTER- DID YOU LIKE HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE 
LIGffrING 'riill BJLRE PRETATION THIS PRCDUC- PRODUCTION 
HELP STAGE ACCEPTABLE TION 
I I VERY 
GOODI F.i\.IH YTiC'I NO Y2S NO D.N. YBS NO D.N. YES NO D ,,, GOOD POOI· D. r~. ~0 . ..:. ·~ . 
.81 .19 .68 .32 .oc .42 .oo l.58 .94 .06 .oo .16 .58 .26 .oo .oo 
.87 .13 .79 .08 .1; .21 .oo .79 I I .67 .08 .25 .17 .70 .13 .oo .oo 
.91 .09 .82 .09 .os .18 .05 .77 .68 .14 .18 .36 .36 .18 .oo .10 
.88 .12 I .85 .15 .oc , .71 .oo .29 .97 .03 .oo .29 .65 .06 .oo .oo 
1.00 .78 .22 .88 .07 • 0.5 .57 .oo 1.43 .oo .oo .39 .56 .05 .oo .oo 
I 
I 
.87 .13 .82 .16 .02 .46 .oo .54 .98 .oo .02 .46 .45 .09 .oc .oo 
I 
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not state an opinion. 
Audience evaluation of the production established 
that twenty-three per cent of those opposed to absurd.1st 
plays rated the production as "very good," titt7-.tive per 
cent as "good•" and nineteen per oeat as ".tair." Onl7 
three per cent were undecided. Audience mem.bers who liked 
absurdiat plays rated the production as follows: thirty 
per cent as "Y•r'3' good," .titty-aeven per cent as "goodtn 
and seven per cent as ff fair." 
'rhe production, th~n·etore, appealed both to per~;ons 
who pro.teased a dislike tor absurdist plays and to those 
who enjoyed them. The data assembled in Table V show that 
the final performance o.t !ll!. lz911op received the highest 
ratings concerning over-all production. 
Seven possible interpretations o! nut. l1fll2A were 
listed on the questionnaire and respondents were asked to 
select those that they thought appropriate. Table VI. page 
63, shows how r11an7 times each ot the interpretations was 
selected and the percentages or persona 1uJJc:ing those eelec-
tions. 
Selection of Interpreta~iopg 
The regular audience selected "the absurdity or lite" 
knuRSDAY 
REGULAR 
AUDIENCE 11RIDAY 
65 
13.ATURDAY 
!I1IIURSDAY 
RECURRENT 
AUDIEKCE 1'RID.ci.Y 
10 
GATU.l.mAY 
TABLE VI 
INTERPRLTATIONS OF THE PLAY 
1~ w Cf) Cf) U2 Cf2 z z z z z ~ 
E-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NUM3EH OF TIMES SELECTED PERCENTAGE OF SELECTigNs 
~ H H H H H H H 
. f:rl 8 H C/2 8 E-l [-1 f1 8 8 
Cf) ~ H ··:.:: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
r=i ·~ I-~ ... ;.:>" H f.::1 r:rl r-::i r:iJ Fl µ1 f'-4 
0 p <G p::j 0 I~ H H H H H H ,..,... c..'J p Fl ()} µ:) G:.:i G:~ f:rl Fl !.r1 µ:) ~ E-~ ~- ~~ ...,,.. " . r~ CfJ. U2 w UJ CfJ. Cf) 
''--' 
.. -~ .. ,,_  
Fl <t: ~T1 0 f.il H 0 I ~ H OJ P-1 P-1 H P-1 rl C\J I'(\ .:j- LI\ w 
7 15 9 11 25 29 5 .71 .16 .05 .02 .06 .oo 
' 25 26 20 32 35 43 14 .40 .10 .08 .10 .13 .09 
. 
17 11 12 16 27 37 10 .57 .19 .09 .03 .04 .04 
2 3 1 5 3 4 2 .70 .30 .oo .oo .oo .co 
4 5 5 6 4 5 4 .40 .20 .10 .10 .10 .10 
4 4 6 5 4 4 3 .40 .20 .oo .40 .oo .oo 
I I 
V'J. 
~ 
0 
H 
8 
0 
f.::~ 
H 
µ_:i 
CfJ. 
('.. 
.oo 
.10 
.04 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo Ol 
\.N 
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aore often than any oth~~r interpretation, and the recurrent 
audience more often chose ''the use ot power." In both the 
regular and recurrent audiences. "political implications" 
were selected least often. 1.:ach o! the eeven interpreta-
tions was chosen by some respondents on all three nights of 
production. 
Pt£Ce9tage qt Stl9gtio;1 
A mean titt7-three per cent of all the respondents 
chose only one of the seven interpretations listed, and a 
mean three per cent selected all seven. Thus, relatively 
tew people considered that the production suooesafull7 
presented all seven interpretations, although almost halt 
the respondents thought that the production as staged 
could be interpreted in more ways than one. 
Table VII, page 651 shows the percentages of the 
total number ot f'irst, second, and third plaoea allotted to 
each obaracter by audience aembers who like absurd.1st pl&J'& 
and by those who were not in favor or them. Table VIII, 
page 66, also shows percentages ot rankings, but this table 
compares the opinions ot drama ma~ors with those ot others. 
'I'he pereentnees of first-place ranking for the .Professor 
(the varying character) incrensed on the second end third 
LIKED 
ABSUHDIST 
PLAYS 
DISLIKED 
01{ 
INDIFFERENT 
ABOU'I' 
ABSUHDIST 
I_)LAYS 
TABLE VII 
Acrrnm HATINGS 
ACCORDING TO RESPONDENTS' PAHTIALITY 
TO ABSURDIST PLAYS 
PROJ?ESSOR STUDENT 
1 2 7i 1 2 :z, 
rHu.dSDAY 
.50 .38 .12 .58 .27 .15 
34 
FIUDAY 
.25 1.06 .69 .49 .39 .12 
41 
i31i'l'u.i?.1)1~Y 
.68 1-22 .10 .44 .38 .18 
43 
trHUHSDAY 
.1l5 
.37 .18 .48 .35 .17 
31 
FRIDAY 
.46 .38. .16 .47 .39 .14 
24 
3ATURDAY 
.62 .28 .10 .40 .30 .30 
22 
MAID 
l ;::> 
.35 .25 
.32 .25 
.33 .33 
.26 .26 
, .32 .16 
.30 .29 
7i 
.40 
.43 
.34 
.48 
.52 
.41 ()\ 
\.Jl 
TABLE VIII 
AC1rING RATINGS 
ACCORDING TO MAJOR 
I PHOFESSOR I STUDENT I I 1 2 '.) 1 2 'S 
I THURSDAY 
I lS 
.39 , .44 .17 .57 .33 .10 
DR.AMA FRIDAY I 
.62 .30 .08 .44 .40 .16 
MAJORS 10 I I 
SATURDAY 
.48 .29 .23 .21 .56 .23 
7 
TIIUHSDAY 
.52 .35 .13 .43 .33 .24 
so 
I FRIDAY I I OTHER .60 • 30 .10 .43 .43 .14 
55 
SATURDAY 
.63 .25 .12 .46 .33 .21 
l SS 1 11 
I":i~ID 
1 2 ~ 
.20 .18 .62 
I 
.25 .26 .49 
.30 .22 .40 
.33 .28 .39 
.33 .22 I .45 
I 
.32 .34 .34 (}\ (}\ 
performances in both tables. In almost every case the 
~)tudent scored higher than the Professor in first-place 
votes on the tirst night, but ranked lower on the second 
6? 
and third nights. The Maid was rated in third place oon-
sistentl:r in all three productions. It is signiticant that 
the ratings follow the same trend in both tables, regard-
less ot the manner in which the respondents were classified. 
The Professor ranked higher on Saturda:r night than on 
the two previous performances, and on that night there was 
considerable agreement o! opinion regarding the ranking of 
the other two characters. This indicates that not only was 
the role or the rrofessor most e.:t'f'ective on t:.laturday, but 
also that the successful playing or the other two roles 
depended u:pon audience acceptance or his parf ormance. 
neap Bcgr121 qn Agtipg Rt;!«ing1 
The average number ot times each character was given 
a particular rank is shown in f'f'able IX, page 68. ''l?hie 
table provides the me~-:m scores o! the answers to all nine-
~een questions in the Third Sectiot1 of the questionnaire 
which dealt with the effectiveness ot the acting. 
Comparisons are made between the ratings ot the 
regular and recurrent audiences. 1:'he mean scores indicate 
a rising trend in the ranking or the l'rotessor on each 
successive night or performance. Although the reeurrent 
TABLE IX 
MEAN SCORE I11CR ANSWERS TO ALL QUESTIONS 
ON ACTING RATINGS 
PROFESf30R I STUDENT I I1AID I 
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 
REGULAR THUHSDAY !31.3 24.2 9.51 35.5 20.3 9 .~ 119.5,16.6 
i 
I I 
l20.4 AUDIENCE FRIDAY 39.3 19.3 6.4, 31.4 25.1 8. [ 14.7 
I 
65 TOT.1-\L SATURDAY 41.6 15.7 7.7, 30.5 26.5 8.( 20.7 20.6 
I 
RECURRENT I Tl!UilSDAY 3.7 5.2 1.1 6.5 2.8 •b 2.2 .9 • 
AUDIENCE FHIDAY , 6.4 3.4 .2 4.2 4.9 .<~ 1.8 1.8 
I 
10 TOTAL SATURDAY 6.2 2.4 1.4 6.0 3.0 1.1 n 4.3 . 2.1 
;i) 
28.9 
29.9 
23.7 
6.9 
6.4 I 
3.6 (Ji ()) 
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nt:dience considered his i'ridn;y nie;ht perf omrt.llce slightly 
better thrm his ·a.turday presentation,1 it was the opinion 
of the tiutu.rd~"Y nir'.;ht rocmrrent; f\nd rugular audiences that 
On the first niP·ht 
'-·' 
of production the ._:itudent received first-place runonr; all 
tru~efJi characters, but in the final per!ormance she waR 
rnted. second to the >rofessor. 
r1e!ft iloore~ of the ::~even :,'uest12n1 
pn ental :r9gesses 
'I'he mean scores of the answers to the seven questions 
di;;aling with the rnnking of the charactora• mental processes 
are tabulated in Table x, page ?O. 'l'be same trend is evi-
den·t as is shown in Tables VII, VIll, and IX. The Student 
was rated best actor by .ill respondents on opening night, 
but fell to second plaoe by the final performance. 7he reg-
ular audience rated the l'rotessor second to the Student on 
openinE night, but in !!rat-place in the second and final 
performances. The recurrent audience ra.ted the Frofeaaor 
one halt of a point lower than the Btudent on tb.e .final 
performance, altboui~h thin same audience gave the Professor 
a higher rating than it had given him on opening night. 
1The Professor was rat;ed only .2 ot a point lower by 
an audience ot ten people. The sample was small and the 
di.f!erenoe so slight that it is not considered. very 
significant. 
TABLE X 
MEAN SCORE ON ACTOH RATI::'i"GS 
ANSWERS TO SEVEN QUES 1rIONS ON MENTAL PROCESSES 
I PROFESSOR STUDENT I 
I 
1 2 ? 1 2 ? 1 
HEGULAR THURSDAY 34.9 21.7 8.4 38.7 18.7 7.6 23.9 
I I 120.9 AUDIENCE FRIDAY 42.1 18.6 4.3 34.9 24.6 5.5 
65 TOTAL SJ,TURDAY 42.8 14.6 7.6 31.4 25.0 8.6 20.3 
R~CURRENT THURSDli.Y 4.0 5.4 0.61 7.0 2.7 0.3 1.7 
AUDIENCE FRIDAY 6.3 3.7 o.o 4.3 5.1 0.6 1.6 
io T0 1r11.L Si\ TUR.DAY I 5.9 3.0 1.1 6.4 3.2 0.4 4.2 
I 
MAID 
2 
12.0 
12.7 
20.6 
. 0.7 
1.1 
2.1 
I ~ 
29.1 
31.4 
24.1 
7.6 
7.3 
3.7 ~ 0 
CHAJ:'T Elt V 
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMM.ENDATIONS 
It has been shown in Chapter IV that aoat ot the 
audience members not onl.7 liked the production ot Eugene 
Ionesco's~ L11so,p, but also that the7 were tavorabl7 
impressed by ita integral parts such as lighting and 
setting, and that the7 were satisfied with the director's 
interpretation ot the meaning ot the play. It 1a there-
fore cone luded that this production ot Ills I~111gn was 
successful. 
It has also been shown that the audiences tended to 
rate the r·roressor (the va17ing character) lower on the two 
nights when he was not concentrating completely on his role 
than on the final night when he was playing the character 
with his utmost concentr8tion. Thus, it is concluded that 
an actor does communicate his mental processes to the 
audience. 
The director perceived that the changes in the role 
ot the rrof'essor were very slight each night and the data 
support this in that the statistical results, although 
aignitioant, are small. It is concluded that communication 
ot an actor's mental processes to the audience is indeed 
subtle. 
Concerning evaluation ot the actors, the responses 
made by the regular auditJnce members, who sa.w the 
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production once only, were remarkably similar to the 
resronses from members ot the recurrent audience who 
attended a.11 three performances. It is concluded that 
actor ratings made by audience members who attend a single 
performance .follow a similar trend to evalua.tions made by 
individuals who see more than one preaenta.tion. 
At the final presentation, when the varying character 
pl87ed his role with his greatest concentration, there was 
considerable audience agreement on the ranking of the other 
two characters. Thus. it is concluded that the degree ot 
concentration or one cast member bas an ettect on s.udiunce 
acceptance of all the roles. 
II. Il'lX:!ICATlONS 
It has been here demonstrated that inveat1gat1ona 
into the craft of acting are possible and that norms should 
therefore be able to be established. This stud~ has shown 
that there 1• o. silent oomm.unication between an actor and 
his aud1encet and also that the acting of other cast 
members is affected adverael7 when one actor fails to eon~ 
centrate completel7 on his role. More research in these 
aspects or the actor's cratt is implied and it is to be 
hoped that more scientific methods of atud.7 may be developed. 
An encouraging tact emerged !rom this study. Even when 
74 
relyinB on the opinion ot several heteroeeneous eudienees, 
the investigator discovered that there was considerable 
agreement A.mong them. rersona who saw only one presenta-
tion or tho play seemed to apply the same standard ot 
,judgment a.a those whose f'nmilinrity with the production 
increased throuf~h attending three performaneea. 
It is recommended that a similar type ot study be 
carried out in other theatres and with other plays. It is 
also recommended that attempts be made to develop more 
scientitio methods or investi~ation. :For example., it might 
be possible to perform a play !or a "blue ribbon audience• 
or e:xperienoed theatre persons, instead ot a lay audience. 
It might be possible to vary several roles instead ot jurat 
one, to discover if an audience would still notice the 
changes. Staging aig':t be altered: this ple.7 was done on 
a proscenium stage and it ia possible that results might be 
different 1! it were done arena at:yle. rerhaps more 
stringent controls could be developed and thus more 
conclusive results obtained. 
.. 
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APP E'N D n:r;s 
.API-'EN DIX A 
;,uestionnaire t;um.ber -----
If you plan to see the play tomorrow night, will you please 
remember this n~~ber. 
I. 
Educations High 3chool -----· College • Yea.r ---· 
Graduate fitudent ---• Faculty l·1embe:r ---• 
~>tudent Wi!e • 
---
Faculty wife -----· 
Najor or Department -------------------· 
Age • 3ex -------• Marital Status ---------------• 
How many times have you seen this production? 
First Time --------· 
Second Time -------· 
Third Time --------· 
If you have seen. the play before, what was the nwaber ot 
the last questionnaire you tilled out? • 
which nights htrve you seen the pla7? The 6tll 1 
the ?th 1 the 8th • 
II. 
1. Have you seen any other x>roduction ot this play? 
Yes • t~o _. 
2. 11ave you read the play'/ Yes • 
--
No--• 
Have you read any Ionesco? Yes 
-· 
No 
--· 
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4. ·..ihat do you thi:nk of abcur·+.ist plays? Like 
--· 
iJislike 
-· 
Indif feront • 
--
interpretation of Ionesco• s worlr~' Yes • 
- --· 
Don't know • 
--
6. Did you like this production? Yes • 
--
No • 
-
Don't know • 
--
?. How would you rate the production? Very good __ • 
Good __ • Fair • 
--
T'oor • 
--
Don't know 
--· 
8. Do you think that the lighting was effective? 
Yes • 
--
No • 
--
9. Do you think that the lighti.ng helped the a.ctors*l 
Yes • 
--
No 
--· 
10. Did you like the bare stage? Yes ____ • No 
--· 
Don't know_. 
11. would you have preferred a full set? Yes • 
-· 
non•t know • 
--
III. 
·..:ould you rate each o! the 11erf'ormers on each ot the 
following questions by placing either 1, 2, or 3 in the 
boxes under the aharaeter name. l should be the h.i.ghest 
and 3 the lowest. 
l. 
2. 
6. 
a. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
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.. ~ fi ;j ~ (!".) 
Understood. the role beat? 
Believed in the role aoat? 
l'lqed moat etteoti vel7? 
Had the beat interpretation? 
Had the best pb.7a1cal character? 
Had the beat attitude toward the role? 
Used voice beat? 
Seeaed to be thinking most about the pla;r? 
llad lines memorized the beat? 
Had the best attitude toward the pl8.J'? 
Had the most believable character? 
Was the a.oat convincing? 
Seeaed to be oonoentrating moat? 
Had the beet make-up? 
Had the best emotional control? 
Seemed to be overacting moat? 
Used moat etteot1ve pantoaiae? 
Waa moat true to lite? 
Was moat in tune with the play? 
IV. 
If you were to describe the play which ot the following 
phrases would you use? 
a. The play is about education methods. 
b. The play is about language. 
c. The play is about sexuality. 
d. The play is about the use of power. 
•• The plq ia about a psychopathic personality. 
t. The ple.7 is about the absurdity of.lite. 
g. It ia a political play. _ 
v. 
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Would you please write the shortest possible evaluation ot 
each role. State the good and bad ot each. 
Tf!E: l?ROFEBSOR: 
THE STUD.ENT r 
THE MAIDi 
84 
Would 7ou evaluate the direction or the production. 
Thank 7ou so verr much tor your help. 
willing to discuss the play with you. 
question them. 
The cast is verr 
Please reel tree to 
Again, thank you for your time. 
APPENDIX B 
SAMPLE TABULATION SHEET 
TABULJ,..TIONS FCR: 
TABULATION OF HECTIO?i I 
l~ducationi High .School College _ Graduate __ 
Ma~or: Drua Other ----------------
Sex Like or Dislike Abaurdist Pla7a ------------
Total X 
NIGHT 01'~ f'i~HJllOHtU..NCE 
TABULATICf~ OF S..i::CT!ON II 
1. 
2. 6 
20 
42 
28 
57 
20 40 
a. 57 
'' 
10. 53 
FIUDAY 
60 
59 
7 16 
0 37 
2 6 
5 0 0 
8 
12 
' ' 
TABULATION OF SECTION III 
professor 
12. 
13. 
14-. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
1 
48 
39 
41 
40 
44 
42 
44 
41 
25 
38 
30 
37 
40 
49 
36 
33 
44 
28 
47 
2 3 
14 3 
20 6 
21 3 
21 4 
16 5 
20 3 
16 5 
21 3 
27 13 
22 5 
27 8 
18 10 
18 7 
11 5 
19 10 
23 9 
17 4 
20 17 
15 3 
TABULATION OF SECTION IV 
31. 
1 
29 
37 
32 
31 
24 
32 
31 
36 
47 
40 
27 
29 
34 
19 
31 
31 
29 
21 
36 
87 
student maid 
2 3 1 2 3 
30 6 23 12 30 
26 2 19 14 32 
30 3 7 18 40 
27 7 15 18 32 
.30 11 23 20 22 
24 9 24 ll~ 27 
26 8 13 15 37 
23 6 21 9 35 
14 4 27 14 24 
21 4 22 15 28 
23 15 22 15 28 
25 11 23 18 24 
26 5 16 15 34 
30 16 16 25 24 
25 9 25 12 28 
20 '14 25 15 25 
29 7 11 9 45 
25 19 34 13 18 
22 7 21 10 3'+ 
Al)I>ENDIX 0 
NOTES 
A student planning a thesis and using the type of 
experiment employed in this study might be interested iD. 
the number or hours s1>•nt in the various processes. They 
are listed below. 
I~waber o! rehearsals................................. 31 
Hours ot each rehearsal•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2.5 
Total hours•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 75.5 
~1 .. BlJLATIOfi 
Total number o! ~uestionnair•s•••••••••••••• 225 
Time to Tabulate one ~1.ouestionnaire •••••••••• 7 Jlinutea 
Number of ~abulations mad••••••••••••••••••• 10 
2otal time for Tabulation ••••••••••••••••••• 262.5 hours 
Total time tor math work on all of the 
Tabulation sheets ••••••••••••••••••••••• 66.0 houra 
Grand Total o! Time spent••••••••••••••••••• 404.0 houra, 
or 50 3/4 dq'e at 8 hours per dq. 
This does not include any of the planning time or 
research time. The project does not seem very big at the 
beginning but the hours spent in the processes mount up 
very quickly. I am grateful to both faculty members and 
students in the Department of dpeeeh and Drama for their 
help, advice, and especially their time. 
APPENDIX D 
PROGRAM 
n C:xn vm penetrate tllc d:L['f c:rc:noes 'bc~t;::een 
inn~ua3es to arr~vc at tne sameness under-
!1e?.·::!1? 
Variety riay be enormous but shni.la!'i t:!.·9s 
abound~ and one co.~1 ~::ven attempt a de.f5.nit:;.on., 
perhaps somethj_nc; li 1rn ~ Eum3.n lan[';ua.~;·2 :ts n 
syste~ of vocal audltory cor.;-i.r.mnico.tion usinr; 
si3ns composed of arbitrary pri.tt~rni:::d sound 
uni ts rlnd assembled aceordin:i; to set; rules, 
:Lnteractinr': with the ·~XrJer:Lenc:es of 5..t;s uD o::s ~ t 
However we' word it - 011(1 o::;v·ious1y no on·3 
Ciefini tiorJ t1ill ever 1)e c.dcquatc? ~- th:3.I'::: is 
enou3h homo~eneity tc make some sort of def-
inition possible. Lcmcuo:i;es are alike bccm1s·:::i 
people nre &like in their capacities for 
coremunicatinb in a uniquely humfill waya 11 
yurr=..,. 
u u-iJL~ 
l)~\1ir:l11; :.Jolinr:ez~ 
Ji.nnectn 01~ I,m1;r1l.n£-r-c 
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